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The CO 2 15-/•m band providesan important sourceof thermal opacity in the atmospheresof Venus,
Earth, and Mars. Efficient and accurate methods for finding the transmissionin this band are therefore
needed before complete, self-consistentphysical models of these atmospherescan be developed.In this
paper we describea hierarchy of such methods. The most versatile and accurate of these is an "exact"
line-by-line model (Fels and Schwarzkopf, 1981). Other methods described here employ simplifying
assumptionsabout the structure of the 15-/•m band which significantly improve their efficiency.Because
such approximationscan reduce the accuracy of a model, as well as its computational expense,we
establishedthe range of validity of thesesimplermodels by comparing their resultsto those generatedby
the line-by-line model. Pressuresand absorber amounts like those encountered in the atmospheresof
Venus, Earth, and Mars were used in these tests. Physical band models based on the Goody (1952)
random model composethe first class of approximate methods. These narrow-band models include a
generalrandom model and other more efficienttechniquesthat employ the Malkmus (1967) line-strength
distribution. Two simple strategiesfor including Voigt and Doppler line-shape effects are tested. We
show that the accuracyof thesemodels at low pressuresis very sensitiveto the line-strengthdistribution
as well as the line shape. The second class of approximate methods is representedby an exponential
wideband model. This physical band model is much more efficient than those describedabove, since it
can be used to find transmissionfunctionsfor broad sectionsof the CO 2 15-/•m band in a single step.
When combined with a simple Voigt parameterization, this method producesresultsalmost as accurate
as those obtained from the more expensivenarrow-band random models.The final classof approximate
methodstestedhere includesthe empirical logarithmic widebandmodelsthat have been usedextensively
in climate-modelingstudies(Kiehl and Ramanathan, 1983; Pollack et al., 1981). These methods are very
efficient, but their range of validity is more limited than that of the other methods tested here. These
methods

should therefore

1.

INTRODUCTION

be used with caution.

Absorption and emissionwithin the CO2 15-#m band provide an important source of thermal radiative cooling in the
atmospheres of Venus, Earth, and Mars. Complete, selfconsistentnumerical models of the thermal structuresand dynamical states of these atmospherestherefore require reliable
descriptions of the transmissionwithin this band. The most
versatile and accurate methods for finding this transmission
are the line-by-line models, such as those described by Drayson [1967] and Fels and Schwarzkopf [1981]. These methods
are called "exact," since they can employ all available information about absorption lines shapes, strengths, and positions, and their accuracy is limited primarily by uncertainties
in these line parameters. Unfortunately, the complexity and
computational expenseof these methods makes them impractical for use in many climate-modeling problems where thermal infrared optical properties are not well established or
where the band transmittance must be computed often. Two
such problems are encountered in studies of the Martian atmosphere. In the Martian atmosphere the total atmospheric
mass changes significantly during the annual cycle and the
atmospheric opacity and temperature structure can change
dramatically at some altitudes during global dust storms. In

the Venus atmospherethe CO2 mixing ratios are well known,
but uncertaintiesin the concentrationsof other thermal opacity sources (H20 , SO2, H2SO4)jeopardizes the accuracy
achievedwith the CO2 line-by-linecalculation.Expensivelineby-line methods are also impractical for investigationsof the
primitive terrestrialatmosphere,where CO2 mixing ratios are
not well known, or in studiesof the transient responseof the
present atmosphere to increasing CO2 amounts. For such
problems,more efficientapproximate methodsare needed.
In this paper we describe a hierarchy of physical band
models that employ simplifying assumptionsabout the structure of the CO2 15-ttm band. Becausesuch simplificationscan
reduce the accuracyand range of validity of a model as well as
its computational expense, each approximate method was
testedby comparingits resultsto thoseobtainedfrom the Fels
and Schwarzkopf [1981] line-by-line model. In addition to
these physical band models we tested two empirical absorption correlation functions that model the curve of growth of
the CO2 15-#m band. Our model atmospheresinclude pressures,temperatures,and CO2 amounts like those that occur
along optical paths in the atmospheresof Venus, Earth, and
Mars. These model atmosphereshave CO2 massmixing ratios

of 0.0005and 1.0,at pressures
between10-6 and 1 atm. We

show that if 10% errors in the absorption and 20% errors in
cooling rates for the 15-ttm band are acceptable,methods that
•Now at Divisionof Geological
andPlanetarySciences,
California
are vastly more efficient than the line-by-line model can be
Institute of Technology, Pasadena.
used for the entire range of pressuresand CO2 path lengths
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described above. Such methods may provide both the economy and accuracy needed in climate-modeling problems
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where line-by-line methods are not practical.
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DESCRIPTION

OF MODELS

and spacing of absorption lines does not vary significantly
across each. For the CO2 15-ttm band this criterion is met if

The methods developed here can be classifiedas "narrowband" or "broadband" techniques.For example, the line-byline

model

can

be

considered

the

ultimate

narrow-band

method, since the spectral region occupiedby the CO2 15-ttm
band must be divided into intervals small enough that even
the narrow Doppler cores of individual lines are completely
resolved. The broadband

transmittance

is obtained

from these

models by first finding the transmissionin each narrow interval and then integrating these results numerically over the
desired spectral region.
The first classof approximate methodsconsideredare the
"random" models, such as those described by Goody [1952,
1964], Malkmus [1967], and Fels [1979]. These are also
narrow-band models, since they must be applied to relatively
narrow

fractions

results

350

of a band

if accurate

results

are

needed.

Narrow spectral intervals must be used with these models,
sincethe effectsof overlap between spectral lines is accounted
for by assuming that the lines are positioned randomly
throughout the chosen spectral interval. If such models are

appliedto the entireCO2 15-3tmband (450-870 cm-•), the
large number of strong lines clusterednear the center of the

spectralintervalsno wider than about 5 cm-• are used[Kiehl
and Ramanathan, 1983].
In sections 2.2, 2.3, and 2.6, four narrow-band random
models are described.The first is a "general" random model
[Goody, 1964]. This model employsan accuratedescriptionof
the line-strength distribution within the 15-3tm band and a
simplified Voigt line shape [Fels, 1979]. The secondmodel is
the one described by Malkmus [1967] and Rodgers [1968],

which assumesan S-• tailed line-intensitydistributionand a
Lorentz line shape.The third random model also employsthe
Malkmus line-strengthdistribution,but it usesthe Fels [1979]
simplified Voigt line shape, rather than the Lorentz profile.
The last narrow-band

method

is described in section 2.6. This

is a hybrid method that incorporates a Malkmus random
model for Lorentz lines and a simplified general random
model for Doppler lines. The empirical interpolation formula
given by Rodgersand Williams [1974] is used to combine the
results of these two models. The accuracy of thesemethods is
demonstrated

Three

in section 3.3.

broadband

models

are described

in sections 2 and 3.

The first is related to the "exponential wide-band" models
band (650-680 cm-•) are assumedto be scatteredrandomly developedby Edwards and Menard [1964a, b], Edwardsand
throughout this spectral region. For this extreme case the Balakrishnan [1973], Kuo [1977], and Wang [1983]. These
amount of overlap betweentheselines will be seriouslyunder- models avoid the numerical integration over frequency reestimated.This problem can be avoided if the band is divided quired by the above random models by assumingthat the
into spectral intervals small enough so that the mean strength mean line strengthdecreasesexponentiallywith increasingdis-
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tance from the band center. Wang [1983] shows that when
this parameterization is combined with assumptions of
random line spacing and the Malkmus line-strength distribution, the transmission function for an entire band, or broad
sectionsof it, assumesa simple functional form. In section 2.4
we describea new exponential wideband model of the CO2
15-•m band. A simple method for incorporating Voigt lineshape effectsinto such broadband models is describedin section 2.6. In section 3.4 we show that in spite of this model's
efficiency,its accuracyand range of validity are comparableto
that of the more expensivenarrow-band random models. The
two other broadband models described here are empirical absorptance correlation functions [Kiehl and Ramanathan
[1983] and Pollack et al. [1981]. These methods are designed
to model the curve of growth instead of the structure of the
CO2 15-#m band. The performanceof thesemethods is illustrated in section 3.5. The important features of the various
narrow-band

and broadband

models are summarized

in Table

1.

2.1.

line ceasedat a distanceof 3 cm-• from the line center[Fels
and Schwarzkopf,1981]. We found that for optical paths with
mean pressuresless than 1 atm, the total absorptionin the
15-gm band varied by less than 1% when this cutoff was

changedfrom 3 to 6 cm-•. This suggests
that our resultsare
not sensitiveto this approximation.
As we noted above, the principal shortcomingof the lineby-line model is its computationalexpense.Most of this ex-

penseresultsbecausethe CO2 15-gm band must be divided
into wave number intervals small enough so that even the
narrow cores of individual spectral lines can be adequately
resolved, and the transmissionmust be evaluated in each of
theseintervals.Within the 15-t•m band there are thousandsof

theseintervals,someof which are lessthan 10-'• cm-• wide.
One can therefore achieve a tremendousimprovement in efficiencyif some aspectof the band structurecan be parameterized in a way that allows the number of spectralinterval
divisionsto be reducedsignificantly.Models that exploit such
parameterizations
are describedin the followingsections.
2.2

The Line-by-Line Model

11,853

The GeneralRandomModel for Simplified

Voigt Lines

Becausea complete description of the present line-by-line
model has been published elsewhere[Drayson, 1967; Fels and
Schwarzkopf,1981], only a brief review of its features will be
outlined here. A few important differencesin its use will also

If absorption lines are positionedrandomly within a spectral intervalof width Av, whereAv is muchwider than the line
half-width, the transmissionfunction (1) can be simplified

be noted.

[Goody, 1964] to give

The

transmission

in a wave

number

interval

Av

betweenpressurelevelsœand p' in a plane-parallelhydrostatic
atmosphereis given by

r(p,p')= 1 -

• w,(S,p, T)/(N Av)

(2)

i=1

where N is the total number of absorption lines within the

r(p,
p')=•vvdvexp- •-• rdp" ki(v,
p",T)
v

intervaland wi is the equivalentwidth of the ith line, defined

i

(1)

by

where T is temperature, v is wave number, g is the cosine of
the zenith angle, g is the gravitational acceleration, r is the
CO2 mass mixing ratio, ki is the monochromaticabsorption

w,(S,
p,T)=f_••
{1--exp
[--s,(r)f•(p,
T,v)rh]}
dv (3)

coefficient due to the ith line, and N is the total number of

amount,

linescontributing to absorptionat this wave number.
In a line-by-line model the integralsover wave number and
pressureare evaluated numerically. The details of these integration schemesare describedby Drayson and Fels and Schwarzkopfi The principal advantageof this method is that all of
the available information about the line strengths,shapes,and
positions, as well as variations in the first two of these quan-

-titieswhich occuralong atmospheric
optical paths,can be
incorporatedinto the transmittancecalculation.These methods can therefore produce accurate results in the spectral
region occupiedby the CO2 15-t•m band, since the line parametersthere are relatively well known.
We usedthe line-by-line model to find the transmittancein

nine 50 cm-• wide spectralintervalsin the regionextending
from 450 to 900 cm-•. This spectraldomaincontainsalmost
the entire 15-gm band as well as a small pieceof the 10.4-gm
doubly hot band. We obtainedthe absorptionline positions,
widths, and strengthsfrom the 1978 versionof the Air Force
GeophysicalLaboratory (AFGL) catalog of line parameters
[Rothmanand Benedict,1978]. (This newer AFGL catalogue
includesvery few changesfor the CO2 15-gmband.)Unlike in
the work by Fels and Schwarzkopf[1981], here we used all
18,677 lines listed in this interval. This fact is important, since
we will show that even the very weak lines can contribute
significantlyto the absorptionalongpathsat low pressures.
A
Voigt line shape [Hui et al., 1977] is usedat pressuresless
than 0.1 atm. The sub-Lorentzian behavior of CO2 line wings
was parameterizedby assumingthat absorptionby a given

In this expression,• is the path-length-integratedabsorber

1fpP'r
dp"

a = -

-

•

g

(4)

T is temperature,• is the cosineof the zenith angle,and the
quantitiesS• and fi are the mean valuesof the line-strength
and line-shapefunction,respectively,for the ith line along this
path betweenpressuresp and p'. If the spectralinterval contains many lines(more than • 10), (2) can be simplifiedto

z(p,p')= exp - • wi(S,p, T) Av

(5)

i=1

Equation (3) or (5) can be evaluatedoncethe line-shapefunctionfi is defined.Becausewe are interestedin obtainingtrans-

mittances
for a verybroadrangeof pressures
(10-6 to 1 atm),
the approximate Voigt line shape suggestedby Fels [1979]
was chosen.This function, shown in Figure 1, parameterizesa

Voigt line as a rectangular"Doppler" core with Lorentzian
wings:

f•(v)-

C•

Ivl • Vo
(6)

f(v) -

Ivl> Vo

where v is the distancefrom the line center, •zt.is the Lorentz
half-width at half-maximum, and

v0 =

+

(7)

is the half-width of the rectangularline core. The constants,
and/•, werechosento givethe properequivalentwidthsin the
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Fig.1. Theapproximate
Voigt
line-shape
function
proposed
byFels
[1979].
This
function
parameterizes
aVoigt
line
asa rectangular
"Doppler"
core
withLorentz
wings.
(a)Lineshape
for•L--so,/•= 1.25,
and• = 1.(b)Lineshape
for
pure
Lorentz
case
(/•= 0).The
solid
line
isfor• = 1and
thedotted
line
isfor• = 0.25.
(Reproduced
from
Fels
[1979]).
Dopplerand Lorentzlimits.We foundthat • = 1.0 and
/• = 1.25gaveacceptable
results
fortheentirerangeof CO2
mixingratiosusedhere.(Fortheterrestrial
CO2mixingratio,
/• = 1.80produces
somewhat
moreaccurate
results,
whilein
pureCO2atmospheres,
fi = 1.0is thebestchoice.)
TheDoppler half-widthsois givenby

sD= vc •(2RT)•/2

(8)

spectral
regions
occupied
by manylines.Fortunately,
itsefficiency
canbe improved
significantly
withoutproducing
a
corresponding
decrease
in accuracy,
if lineswith similar
strengths
aregathered
intolinegroups.
Equation
(10)canthen
beevaluated
onlyoncefor eachlinegroup,andthetransmission function becomes

where• is the mean wavenumberin the spectralinterval Av,

r(p,
p')=
{1--[j=•njwj/(N
Av)l}
N N<10

R isthegasconstant
forCO2,andc isthespeed
of light.The
constant
Ci in (6),is the heightof the rectangular
line core.

r(p,p')-- exp - • njwj Av

(11)

N> 10

The valueof this constantis constrainedby the normalization
condition'

Herenjisthenumber
oflines
inthejthgroup,
J isthenumber

f_•f
(v)
dv
=1
and is given by

C = (2v0)-• - •L(rcv02)
-1

oflinegroups,
andwjistheequivalent
width(equation
(10)),
corresponding
to themeanlinestrength
andlinewidthofthe
jth group.

We assume
that a givenlinegroupcontains
onlythoselines
withstrengths
thatdifferfromthemeangrouplinestrength
by

(9) lessthan 20%.Thisgroupingcriterionaddslittle realerrorto
usedhereare probably
When(6)is incorporated
into(3),theresulting
expression
can this model,sincethe line strengths
uncertain
by 5-15% [Felsand$chwarzkopf,
1981].Evenwhen
be integratedto give
thesenarrow line groupsare used,we find that this sim-

wi(S
, p, T) = 2v011
- exp(-SrhCi)]+ 2y{rc
x/2erf(y/vo)
- v0[1- exp(-(y/vo)2)]/y}

plification
reduces
thecomputational
expense
of thegeneral
of 5 to 25in mostspectral
intervals.
(10) randommodelbyfactors

Thespectral
interval
widthAvwaslimitedto 5 cm-• in

these calculations,so that the distributionsof strengths,

where

y = [S•XL/•] 1/2

widths,andspacings
of absorption
linesdid not varysignificantlyacross
eachinterval.
Thelineparameters
Siand•i in
each interval were obtained form the 1978 version of the

and

AFGL line-parameter
compilation.
(A listingof theselinepa-

erf(y)=rc-i7
• exp
(--t2)dt

rameterscan be obtained from the authors.)Variations in

thesequantities,
whichresultfromchanges
in pressure
and
temperature
alongrealisticatmospheric
opticalpaths,were
bytheCurtis-Godson
approximation
[Rodgers
Because
(10)mustbeevaluated
foreachlinein thespectral parameterized
intervalAv,thisbandmodelis computationally
expensive
in and Walshaw, 1966].

is the error function.
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In this equation we have adoptedthe conventionof Rodgers
1-1968]and have defined the quantities

k
_•AvS,
r5

(15)

and

3

•:Yz.4 [• (S,yza)l/2]
2
With

these definitions

the functional

(16)

form of the Malkmus

random model has strong and weak limits that are identical to
those obtained for the Goody r1952] random model. The line
strengthsSi and the half-widths •Li in (15) and (16) were obtained from the AFGL line-parametercompilation, and their

dependence
on pressureand temperaturealong atmospheric
optical paths was parameterizedby the Curtis-Godson approximation [Rodgersand Walshaw,1966]. (The band parameters k/r5 and r•t:/r5 used in this investigationare available
from the authors.)
Equation (14) provides an efficient method for finding
narrow-band transmittancesfor atmosphericpaths with mean

o

-6

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

o

I

2

3

4

LOG10(LINESTRENGTH)

Fig. 2. A histogram(verticalbars)of all CO 2 lineson the AFGL
pressures
greaterthanabout10-2 atm.At lowerpressures
this
line catalogat wave numbersbetween450 and 900 cm-•. Each bar
standard Lorentz-Malkmus model seriously underestimates
representsthe number of lines in a given line group. Lines with
strengthswithin q-20ø/,,of the mean strength of a given group are the absorption, since it neglectsDoppler line-broadeningefgathered into that group. Analytic line-strength distributions ob- fects.One simplemethod for improving the low-pressurepertained with the Goody (dotted line) and Malkmus (long-dashedline) formance of this model was proposedby Fels [1979]. In Fels'
modelsare also shown,along with the analytic distributionadopted model the Lorentz line shape(equation (13)) is replaced by the
for the wideband Doppler model (thin solid line) describedin section

approximate Voigt line shapegiven in (6). For that line shape

2.5.

the Malkmus

2.3.

Random Models

That

Use the Malkmus

1/2

r(p,
p')
=exp
{--•[(•)(•)]

Line-Strength Distribution

The economyof the randommodelcan be improvedfurther
if the actual line-strengthdistributionis approximatedwith a

tan- •

simple analytic function. This allows the summation over line
group in (11) to be replacedby an integral over line strength,
so that the equivalent width of all lines in the interval can be

found in a singlestep.The most commonlyusedanalyticlinestrengthdistributionsare those introduced by Goody [1952,
1964] and Malkmus [1967]. Figure 2 showsthat the Malkmus
distributionprovidesa better fit to the actual 15-#m band line
census, and Kiehl and Ramanathan [1983] confirm that
random modelsbasedon this distributionproducemore accu-

rate transmittances
than thosebasedon the Goody model.We
will therefore consider only models based on the Malkmus
distribution. In such models the total equivalent width in a
spectralinterval is given by

w=

model assumes the form:

1 + 4/•r (krh/rs)(rs/Vo)

The functional form of (17) differs somewhat from that given
by Fels [1979], since we used the band parameter definitions
given by (15) and (16) instead of those used by Fels. This
expression is more complicated than the general random
model (equations(10) and (11)) but still provides a more efficient band-modeling technique, since it must be evaluated

only oncein a given5 cm-• widespectralinterval.In section

P(S)w(S,p, T) dS

(12)

where the probability function
Av

P(S)
= •-•exp[-S/k]
and r5 and k are constants to be determined from the actual

line-strengthdistribution.In the randommodelsdescribedby
Malkmus [1967] and Rodgers[1968], a Lorentz line shape
was assumed:

f(v)=rrEv
2st,
+ yt,
2]

(13)

With (12) and (13) the transmissionfunction becomes

r(p,
p')=exp-•

2r5

1+ •7

--1

3.3 we show that the low-pressure performance of this FelsMalkmus random model is significantlybetter than that of the
standard Lorentz-Malkmus model for optical paths in atmosphereswith small CO2 mixing ratios. For pure CO2 atmospheres,(17) still underestimatesthe absorption at low pressures. We describe a Malkmus model Voigt correction that
performswell for all CO2 mixing ratios in sections2.6 and 3.3.
2.4.

The Exponential Wideband Model

Another significantimprovementin the efficiencyof random
models can be achievedif they can be applied to very broad
spectralintervals.This can be done only if the wave number
dependenceof the band parameters k/r5 and rryL/r5can be
accountedfor in a simple way. One solution to this problem is
proposed by Edwards and Menard [1964a, b]. Edwards and
Menard show that the line strengthdecreasesalmost exponentially with distance away from the center of many infrared
absorptionbands,while the quantity czn/r5
remainsalmostcon-

(14)
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i

,

i

i

i

,

y= 1+•So
mexp[b(v- v0)]•
'}1/2

,

10

The frequency-integratedtransmissionfunction is then

'r(p,
p')= •vv[E•(Bp(y•
- 1))-E•(Bp(y
2+ 1))
Ln('/ro./•) r..J,V

+exp
(2Bp)[E•(Bp(y•
+1))E•(Bp(y2
+1))]]}

-'%

(21)
where
-4

Y2= 1+•So
mexp(bAv)]•/2

-6
-8

y•=(1+Søm•
BpJ
•/2

-10

-12

-'

-14

450

and E• is the first exponential integral [Abramowitz and

i

i

500

550

6

6 0

i

650

i

700

i

750

i

800

i

850

Ste#un, 1964].

900

WAVENUMBER

Fig. 3. The CO2 15-#mbandparameters
are shownat 5 cm-•
resolutionfor the spectralregionextending
from 450 to 900 cm-x
(solid lines).The parameterk/c5decreasesalmostexponentiallywith
wave numberas one movesaway from the band center(667 cm-X).
Beyond870 cm-X, k/c5beginsto increaseonceagainbecauseof the
10.4-pmCO2 hot band. The quantity •tJc5is shown as an almost
horizontalline throughthe centerof this figure.The valuesof k/c5and
YtJC5
adoptedfor the exponentialwidebandmodel (section2.4) are
shown as dashed lines. Values of k/c5are given in square centimeters
per gram.

stant throughout the bandßFor such bands the wave number
dependencecan be approximatedby
k

(v) • So exp [b(v - v0)]

(18)

rr0•L
,.,B= constant
6 -

This simple model can be applied to atmosphericoptical
paths,wherepressure,temperature,and gasmixing ratios may
vary, by replacing the absorber amount m with its pathlength-integratedvalue rh (equation (4)) and replacing the
pressurep with its mean value,
15(p,p')=-

The temperaturedependenceof the band parametersk/5
and r•/5 is illustratedin Figure 4. From theseresultswe see
that the line-width factor B varies little with temperature and
can be consideredconstant,while the magnitudeof the slopeb
(equation(20)), decreasessignificantlywith increasingtemperature. We found by trial and error that the temperaturede00215-MICRON
BAND
PARAMETER
TEMPERATURE
TEST

(19)

So is the value of k/5 at wave number v0, and b is the slope
factor defined by

lO

8
b:•vv
[,n
(•)]•{,n
[•(v•)],n[•
(v0)]}/Av
(20)

where Av- v•- v0. The validity of this simple parameterization for the CO2 15-#m band is illustratedin Figure 3.
Wang [1983] shows that when this simple wave number
dependenceis incorporatedinto the Malkmus random model,
the transmissionfunction for an entire band can be expressed
as a singleanalyticfunction.Here we generalizethis approach
so that it can be used to find the transmittance in any broad
segmentof an absorptionband. When (18) and (19) are inserted into (14) and the resultingexpressionis integrated from
wave number v0 to v•, we obtain:

*(P'P')=•vv
•' ;"'exp-Bp
{ [[1-FBSom

i',

2

Ln
(•o,/•),,'/•.
•"
:...v.....':•
:..•,,,
iI

0

'

-2[
/

-4[-

-10I/•
450

- 1

dv

This integral can be evaluatedby introducingthe changeof
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Fig. 4. The quantitiesk/c5and %/C5are shownfor temperaturesof
200 (dotted line), 250 (solid line), and 300 K (dashedline). In this
temperaturerangethe slopeof In (k/c5)decreases
almostlinearlywith
temperature,while r•atJc5
has almostno temperaturedependence.
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TABLE 2.

Band Parameters for Exponential Wideband Model
Evaluated

v, cm-•

So, cm2 g-•

450-665
2.77227 x 10 -6
665 670* 1.23108 x 104
670-870
1.29753 X 10 3
870-900
2.48811 x 10 -'•
*In

this interval

at 250 K

b

B, atm-•

19.89672

2.48570

ß-'

-16.31618
6.169583

a standard

e

r/, T -1
-4.3

x 10 -4

1.49931

0.83 -3.3

x 10 -4

1.539300

0.7

0.0

model

is used in-

2.76838

Lorentz-Malkmus

0.8
......

stead of the exponential wideband model. Here SO-k/g,
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logarithmic regions of the curve of growth of this band. Because of their efficiency and simplicity, such methods have
been widely used in studies of atmospheric radiative transfer
[Goody and Belton, 1967; Cessand Ramanathan, 1972; Ramanathan and Cess, 1974; Ramanathan, 1976; Ramanathan and
Coakley, 1978; Kiehl and Ramanathan, 1983; Kasting et al.,
1984]. Cessand Tiwari [1972] review these methods and show
that they usually assumea simple logarithmic functional form:

A(p, p')- A o In [1 + f (m, p, T)]

and B =

(22)

where

pendence of b could be approximated by a function of the

,•(p, p')= Av[1 - r(p, p')]

form

b(T)
b(T
•,p'
T dm
mo)
•f(T)

A numberof functionalformsforf (p, p') havebeenadopted
in thesemodels.Goodyand Belton[1967] use

where

f= [fiu/(u+ 4fi)]'/2
f(T) = e + r!T

where

The constants e and r/ are listed in Table 2 for the spectral
intervals 450-665, 670-870, and 870-900 cm-•. With these
values this simple method for approximating the temperature
dependenceof the CO2 15-ttm band rarely produces absorption errors larger than 10% at temperaturesbetween 120 and
750 K.

This exponentialwideband model is more versatileand accurate than those described by Edwards and Balakrishnan
[1973] and Wang [1983-1,sinceit can be applied to individual
sections of absorption bands as well as to the entire band.
This change facilitates the use of different values of Ibl on
either side of the band center to account for the band asymmetry, and allows the complicated structure of the region occupied by the Q branch of the 15-ttm fundamental to be consideredseparately.
For the tests presented in section 3.4 the exponential wideband model

was used to find the broadband

transmittance

in

three spectral intervals extending from 450-665, 670-870, and
870-900

cm -•

A narrow-band

Malkmus

random

model

(equation (14)) was used to find the transmissionin the spec-

tral interval665-670 cm-•, whichis occupiedby the Q branch
of the 15-ttm fundamental. Values for the broadband model
parameters B, b(To), and So were obtained by fitting (21) to
synthetic spectra generated with the narrow-band Malkmus
model. A nonlinear least squaresfitting method described by
Berington[1969] was usedto producea "best"fit to a data set
that included transmittances along paths with absorber
amounts and pressuressimilar to those encounteredin atmosphereswith CO2 mass mixing ratios ranging from 0.0005 to

1.0 at pressuresbetween10-6 and 1 atm. This least squares
searchwas initialized with the actual values of k/r5and •z•./gat
the boundaries of the spectral intervals cited above. These
quantities were derived from data in the 1978 version of the
AFGL line-parameter compilation. The final adopted values
of B, b, and So are listed in Table 2, and the band structure
obtained with these values is compared to the actual wave
number dependentstructureof the CO2 15-ttm band in Figure
3.

2.5. Empirical Logarithmic WidebandModels

u = • Sim/A
o
and

fi = 4•ZL/(•

are a dimensionlesspath length and the ratio between the
meanline width and line spacing,respectively.
Cessand Tiwari [1972] note that this functionapproaches
the wrong asymptoticlimit for fi >>1, and they suggestthe
alternate

form:

f= u[2 + (u + u/fi)]-•/2
This formulation

is used in studies of the Martian

and Venus-

ian atmospheresby Cessand Ramanathan[1972].
A modifiedform of this expressionis employedby Kiehl
and Ramanathan[1983]. Their model explicitly accountsfor

four CO2 isotopesand 13 hot bandsin additionto the CO2
15-ttm fundamental, and it includes a parameterization for
partial overlapbetweenthesedifferentbands.For a giveniso-

topei andbandj thefunction
f•j hastheform

f= uid[4 + ui,,(1+ l/fii,j)]-1/2

(23)

The complete expressionfor the broadband absorption is
given by

A=2Ao In 1+ •(•+•4+•s+f•9+•+•2)

+T• In 1+ •(•2+•4)
i=1

+ln

1+ •(•3+•3)
i=1

+T2 In 1+ •7
i=1

+ T3 In 1 +

+ln 1+
i=1

•o + In 1 + •6
i

i=1

where T•, T2, and T3 account for the effectsof partially overlapped bands. These quantities are derived in an appendix to
Kiehl and Ramanathan [1983]. This equation was repeated
band modelsdescribedabove,which •pproximate the struc- here only becausethe braces shown above were neglected in
ture of the CO2 15-ttm band, thesemethods are interpolation that paper (J. Kiehl, personal communication, 1984). For the
formulas that connect the observed linear, square root, and testspresentedin section3.5 we adopted the band parameters
The simplest classof broadband models consideredhere are
the empirical absorption correlation functions. Unlike the
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listedby Kiehl and Ramanathan
[1983, Table 1]. Of these The Lorentz absorption in narrow spectral intervals was

parameters
thetotallinestrength
5' $i, themeanhalf-width found with the standard Lorentz-Malkmus random model
czt.,
andthemeanlinespacing
g wereobtained
fromtheAFGL (equation(14)). The exponentialwidebandmodel (equation
line-parameter
compilation
for thespectral
intervalextending (21)) providesan accuratemethodfor findingthe Lorentzabfrom 500 to 800 cm-•. The constantAo wasderivedby fitting sorptionin wider spectralintervals.
Approximatemethodsfor finding the Doppler absorption
this modelto laboratorymeasurements
of total band absorpwere developedfrom the following considerations.At low
tion [Edwards, 1960].
In spiteof its apparentcomplexity
thisexpression
provides pressureswhere Doppler effectsare important, absorption
an efficientmethod for finding the CO2 15-ttmband absorp- lines are sufficientlynarrow that line overlap is not important
tance,sinceit mustbe evaluatedonly oncefor the entireband. except in the narrow spectral intervals occupied by Q
In section 3.5 we show that this model produces accurate branches.This facilitates the developmentof Doppler band
resultsfor opticalpathsat pressures
between0.01 and 1 atm, models,since a parameterizationof overlap is not needed.
but it performspoorly for low-pressure
pathsbecauseVoigt Unfortunately,this lack of line overlap also complicatesthe
line-shapeeffectshavebeenneglected.
One simplemethodfor developmentof thesemodels,sinceeventhe very weak lines,
includingtheseeffectsis describedby Ramanathan[1976]. We which are no longerburiedin the wingsof nearbystronglines,
can contributesignificantlyto the total Doppler absorption.
describean alternateapproachin section2.6.
Another, simpler logarithmic model for the CO2 15-ttm Doppler band modelswill thereforebe muchmore sensitiveto
bandis usedby Pollacket al. [1981] in studiesof the Martian the choice of line-strengthdistribution than Lorentz band
models. Errors resultingfrom the use of the Malkmus linegeneralcirculation.This modelhasthe form:
strengthdistribution,insteadof the actualdistributionfor the
CO2 15-ttmband,are demonstrated
in section3.3.
Theseconsiderationssuggestthat a generalrandom model
(section2.2) must be usedif accurateDoppler transmittances
are needed.The efficiencyof such models can be improved
whered = 64.4,qd- 0.879,qs-- -0.256, g -- 0.153,b -- 0.566, significantlyfor low-pressureapplications,sincethe frequency
and a = 0.323 are constantsobtained by fitting (24) to labora- dependence
of the line strength(i.e.,the bandcontour)can be

d(
T'•
qd
//T'•q'
A(p,
p')=
•,•oo,/
In[1+g[•'•oo;
mbPa]
(24)

tory measurements
of 15-ttmbandabsorption[Howardet al., ignoredwithoutintroducinglarge errorsin the treatmentof
1955; Burchet al., 1962]. Here m is the absorberpath length line overlap.A Doppler generalrandom model can therefore
(cm atm), T is temperature(Kelvin),and p is the pressure(in be usedto find transmissionin spectralintervalsmuch wider
mbar).In section3.5we showthat thissimpleempiricalmodel than 5 cm-1 in a singlestep.In the nonoverlappinglimit it is
performspoorly for atmospheric
opticalpathswith pressures frequencyvariationsin the temperaturedependence
of the line
and absorberamountsoutsidethe range of valuesincludedin
strength(Figure4) insteadof the shapeof the band contour
the fitted data sets.
that limits the width of the spectralintervalthat can be used
in the generalrandommodel.If the temperature
variesalong
2.6. Doppler and Voigt Effkcts in
Narrow-Band

and Broadband Models

A simple method for improving the low-pressureperformance of both narrow-band and broadband models can be

a low-pressure
opticalpath and the Rodgersand Walshaw
[1966] temperature
correctionmethodis used,thismodelcan
produceaccurate
(< 5% errors)transmittances
in spectral
in-

tervalsas wide as 50 cm-1. If the temperaturealongthe path
derivedfrom the Voigt parameterizationdescribedby Rodgers is constantand the bandparametersare derivedfor this temand Williams [1974]. Rodgersand Williams show that the

perature,
the Dopplergeneralrandommodelcanbe usedto

equivalentwidth of a singleVoigt line can be approximated givethe transmission
withinthe entire15-ttmband(450-900
by the interpolation formula:

cm- l) in a singlestep.

The efficiency
of the Dopplergeneralrandommodelcanbe
(25) improvedfurtherif a simpleparameterization
for theequivawhereWLand WDare Lorentzand Dopplerequivalentwidths lentwidthof a Dopplerlineis used.Here we usedtheDoppler
0) of the Fels[ 1979]approximate
Voigtlineshape
of theline,respectively,
and5' $mis its"weak-line"
equivalent limit (:rL-->
(equations
(5)
and
(6)).
In
this
limit
the
equivalent
widthof a
width.Rodgersand Williamsshowthat thissimpleinterpola-

WV= [WL2 q-WD
2-- (WLWD/•-'
' $m)2]1/2

tion formula rarely producesequivalentwidth errors larger Doppler line is givenby
than 8 %.

wo• 2fi•zD{1
- exp[-Sm/(2fiyD)]}

(28)

Here we modified(25) to give the Voigt absorptionin a

is incorporatedinto (11) the following
broadspectralregioncontaining
manylines,so that it could When this expression
general
random
model
for Dopplerlinesis obtained:
be used with band models like those described above. In our
method,separatebandmodelswerefirstusedto find the Lort• = exp -2fi • nj•zt¾[1
- exp(-Sm/(2•))
(29)
rentz,Doppler,and weak-lineabsorption
in a givenspectral
j=l
interval.The Voigt absorptionwas then obtainedfrom the
To find the Voigt absorptance
for the CO2 15-ttmband,we
relation
first usedthis expression
to find the Doppler absorptionin
Av = EA,.2 + Ao2- (A•.Ao/Aw)2]
•/2
(26) nine 50 cm-• wide spectralintervals between450 and 900
cm-•. These results were summed to give the total Doppler

where

Ax = Av(1 --

andr• is thetransmittance
for thespectral
interval.
The weak-lineabsorptionin a spectralintervalwasgivenby

Ave= Av[1-- exp(-•

Sim/Av)]

absorption.The narrow-bandLorentz-Malkmusmodel(equation (14)) was then usedto find the Lorentz absorptionin
ninety5 cm-• wide spectralintervalsbetween450 and 900
cm-•. These results were then summed to give the total Lo-

rentz absorptionAt.. Finally, (26) and (27) were usedto com-

(27) bine the broadbandDoppler and Lorentz resultsto give the
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approximate Voigt absorption in this band. The performance
of this hybrid Voigt random model is demonstratedin section
3.3. There we show that this model produces more accurate
low-pressure results than the Fels-Malkmus random model,
since it uses a more realistic line-strength distribution in the
Doppler regime.
This method is relatively versatile,sinceit allows one to find
the Voigt absorption within an entire band or any small fraction

of it. This

model

can also be used to find transmittances

for infrared-absorbinggasesother than CO2 (H20, SO2, 03,
etc.). If only the broadband Voigt absorption within the CO2
15-/•m band is needed, the efficiencyof this hybrid method can
be improved as follows. First, the narrow-band Malkmus
model that is used to find the Lorentz absorption can be
replaced with the exponential wideband model (equation (21))
or some other

more

efficient

broadband

model
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contribution that accounts for absorption by the large number
of weak lines in this band.

The Curtis-Godson approximation [Rodgers and Walshaw,
1966] was used to parameterize the temperature dependence
of the mean line strengths k and I. We found that it was
necessaryto employ different temperature corrections for the

Goodyand S-1/4 components
of thismodel,sincethe temperature dependence of the lines in these two distributions is
significantly different. Most of the strong lines in the Goody
distribution are members of the temperature insensitiveCO2
15-/•m fundamental band, while most of the weaker lines in
the S-•/4 distribution are members of hot bands.

The simple Doppler model given in (31) provides an economical method for improving the low-pressureperformance
of the broadband

models described

in sections 2.4 and 2.5. In

for Lorentz

section 3.4 we test the accuracy of a hybrid broadband model
lines. Second, the actual line-strength distribution used in the that uses the modified Rodgers and Williams [1974] Voigt
Doppler general random model can be replaced with an ap- interpolation formula (equation (26)) to combine the Doppler
proximate analytic function that accuratelymodels the census results from (31) with Lorentz results from an exponential
of lines in this band. We have derived one such function as a
wideband model (section 2.4). We find that this new broadgeneralizationof the Goody and Malkmus distributions.
band model provides a reliable method for finding CO2 15-/•m
In the Goody and Malkmus line-strengthdistributions the band transmittances over a broad range of pressures,tempernumber of lines with strengthsbetween S and S _+dS is given atures,and path lengths.
by
2.7. The Model Atmosphere
SP(S) ocS• exp (-S/k)
Our model atmosphereshave 109 vertical levelsat pressures
between10- 6 and 1.0 atm. At pressures
lessthan 10- • atm,
where 7 is a constant which can assumevalues of 0 (Malkmus)
or 1 (Goody). These functions are compared to the actual levels are evenly spaced in In (p) and there are 15 levels per
At pressures
greaterthan 10- • atm, levels
line-strength distribution for the entire CO2 15-/•m band in decadeof pressure.
Figure 2. There we seethat the Malkmus distribution provides are also evenly spaced in In (p), but there are 30 levels per
a somewhat more accurate fit but that both approximate dis- decade of pressure.Two model atmosphereswith constant
tributions severely underestimatethe number of weak lines in CO2 mass mixing ratios of 0.0005 and 1.0 were used in the
this band. A much better approximation to the 15-/•m line comparisonspresentedin section3. Line-by-line model results
census can be obtained by combining a Goody distribution were not available for model atmospheres with other CO2

for stronglines (S > 100 cm2 atm gm-1) and a distribution mixing ratios, but we compared results from the general
with 7 = -1,/4 for weaker lines,

SP(S)= SAv (kg)-1 exp (-S/k) + S-1/4½exp (-S/l)

(30)

This function is also shown in Figure 2. It was not possibleto
derive a simple band model based on this line-strength distribution and a general approximate Voigt line shape, but the
following technique provides a simple method for finding
transmittancesin the Doppler regime.
In the Doppler limit the Fels [1979] approximate Voigt line
shape (equation (6)) becomes a simple rectangular line with
half-width equal to Vo= •D and height equal to C-

random model to those from the simpler approximate methods for a variety of mixing ratios, including r - 0.001, 0.002,
0.005, and 0.05 (i.e., the 2X, 4X, 10X, and 100X terrestrial CO2
cases).Errors producedin thesetestsgenerallyfell within the
range of thoseobtainedfor the extremecasesdescribedin next
section 3.

The U.S. Standard Atmosphere (1976) temperature profile
was used for all tests presentedhere. This profile was chosen
becauseits structureand range of values(180-295 K) provided
a rigorous test of parameterizationsfor temperature dependence used in the approximate methods. Experiments em(2•D)-•. For this line shapethe randommodeltransmission ploying isothermalmodel atmospheresat 200, 250, and 300 K
function for a band with the above line-strengthdistribution is were also usedto help interpret thesetemperature effects.
3.

1+

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To determine the accuracy and range of validity of the approximate methods described in sections 2.2-2.6, we proceeded as follows. First, each method was used to find the
1+
--1
(31)
15-/•m band transmittancebetween each level and all other
levels in model atmosphereswith mixing ratios of r- 0.0005
Here F(- 1/4) - 4.90167is the gamma function,and the quan- and r- 1.0. These transmittanceswere obtained along paths
tities k, g, ½, and I were found by fitting (30) to the line census at four different zenith angles, and Gaussian quadrature was
shown in Figure 2. This line censusincludesall CO2 lines in usedto integrate theseresultsover zenith angle to give trans-

/2-•)
TM)]}

the spectralregionextendingfrom 450 to 900 cm-•. We found mittances in flux form. These results were then converted from
to broadband(450-900 cm-•) absorptances,
that k = 756 cm-• cm2 g-D, • __4.2 cm-•, ½t= 0.6333,and transmittances
1-- 64.039cm-1 cm2 g-1 producedan acceptable
fit at 250K. defined by
The first term in the exponentialin (31) is simply the Doppler limit of a random model that employs the Goody lineintensity distribution and the Fels [1979] approximate Voigt
line shape.The secondterm in the exponentialis an additional

At(p, p')= Av[1 - r(p, p')]

and compared with the correspondingresults obtained from
the "exact" line-by-line model. The difference between exact
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Fig. 5. The band absorptancein the wave number interval 450Fig. 7. Errors in the vertical derivative of the general random
900 cm-1, computedwith the Fels-Schwarzkopf
line-by-linemodel. model absorptance,
Qt=dA(p, O)/dp,definedby Eo= 100 (Qt
The absorptancebetweeneach model level p and all other levelsp' is
-Q•,m]/Q•,m, are shown as a function pressure.Resultsfor model

shown for atmosphereswith CO2 mass mixing ratios of 0.0005 and atmosphereswith CO• massmixing ratios of 0.0005 (dashedline) and
1.0. Values obtained for the present terrestrial CO 2 amounts 1.0 (dotted line) are shown.This conventionis usedin all subsequent
(r --0.0005) are plotted in the upper left-hand corner of the diagram plots of (2 (Figures9, 11, 13, 15, 17, and 19).
above the p = p' line. Resultsobtained for the pure CO• atmosphere
are plotted below this line.

are symmetric about the line p = p', we chose to conserve
spaceand present the resultsfor both the terrestrial and pure
CO2 mixing ratio cases on the same figure. For all of the
Err (p, p') = 100 (At - A,.m.)/A,.m.
contour plots, errors for the terrestrial model atmosphere
(r- 0.0005) occupy the upper left-hand region above the
These errors are displayed in contour plots (Figures 6, 8, 10,
p- p' line. Absorption errors along paths in the pure CO2
12, 14, 15, and 18) of error versusp and p'. Becausetheseplots
model atmosphere are displayed in the lower right-hand
GENERAL
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region,below the p = p' line.
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3.1.

The Line-by-Line Model

In Figure 5 we show the frequency-integrated(450-900

Fig. 6. Differencesbetweenthe band absorptancecomputedwith
the generalrandom model and that obtainedfrom the line-by-line

cm-')

14, 16, and 18) use this format.

mixingratio we obtaina maximumabsorptance
of 180cm- x

15-#m band absorption computed with the Fels-

Schwarzkopfline-by-linemodel. These resultsare usedas the
model are shown. These differences are expressed as percentage
errors, defined by E• = 100 (At -- A•,,L)/ALm,.Absorptanceerrors standard ("exact") values in all subsequentcomparisons.The
along paths betweeneachlayer p and all other layersp' are shownfor upper left-hand half of Figure 5 showsthe absorptionbetween
model atmosphereswith CO2 massmixing ratios of r = 0.0005 and each pressurelevel p and any other level p' for an atmosphere
r = 1.0. As in Figure 5, the resultsfor r = 0.0005 are plotted above the with the presentterrestrialCO2 mixing ratio (r = 0.0005).The
p - p' diagonal. Errors along paths in the pure CO2 atmosphereare
lower right-hand half of the plot showsthe absorptancein a
shownbelow this line. Regionswhere At is lessthan A•m, are shaded.
All subsequentcontour plots of absorption errors (Figures 8, 10, 12, pure CO 2 atmosphere (r- 1.0). For the terrestrial CO2
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This variation requires that intervals much smaller than 5
cm-• be usedif Q branch line overlapis to be properly accountedfor by random models.The generalrandom model
ik'i:i,
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errors for the terrestrial (r = 0.0005) CO2 mixing ratios are
somewhatgreaterthan thosefor the pure CO2 case,sincethe
Q branchescontributea largerfractionof the total absorption
for small mixing ratios.
Another source of error in random models is the assump-
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tion that spectrallinescontributeto absorptiononly in the
spectralintervalwheretheircentersare located.If line parameters are changingrapidly with wave number,suchmodels
cannotaccuratelyaccountfor contributionsto the absorption
in a given spectralinterval by lines outsideof that interval.
The effectof this assumptionis to producean overestimateof
the absorptionin spectralintervalsoccupiedby Q branches

and an underestimateof absorptionin adjacentspectralintervals. Very little of the error in Figures 6 and 7 can be at. ...............-.............-.....
•..•.......•.....•...................•....•....•....•....•...••..........•.......•...•...............•...•.......v
tributed to this factor, however, because CO2 lines have
6
stronglysub-Lorentzianwings[Fels and Schwarzkopf,
1980],
2•

1

P (atm)
Fig. 8. Absorptanceerrors for a narrow-band random model that
incorporates the Malkmus line-strength distribution and a Lorentz

line shape.As in Figure 6, errors in a model atmospherewith a CO 2
mass mixing ratio of 0.0005 are plotted above the p = p' diagonal.
Absorptanceerrors for the pure CO2 model atmosphereare plotted
below this line.

and the line-by-linemodel accountsfor this sub-Lorentzian
behaviorby ignoringcontributionsfrom the wings of lines
with centersmore than 3 cm-• away from the wave number
of interest.For gaseswith super-Lorentzian
line profiles,such
as H20, a moreaccuratetreatmentof the far wingsof distant
linesmay be neededif narrowspectralintervalsare used.One
approachfor incorporatingtheseeffectsin randommodelsis
describedby Aoki [1978].

along paths between lowest level (1 atm) and the top of the
atmosphere.More than 98% of this absorption occursin the

spectralregionbetween550 adn 850 cm-•. For otherpathsin
this atmosphere, an even larger fraction of the absorption is
confined to this spectralregion. This observationsuggeststhat
CO2 15-#m band absorption outside of this spectral interval
can be neglectedin some studies of terrestrial radiative transfer.

For opticalpathswith meanpressures
lessthan 10-3 atm
the generalrandom model absorptanceerrorsare as large as
10%, and errorsin dA/dp sometimesexceed30%. Theseerrors
are causedprimarily by deficienciesin the simple parameterizationfor the Voigt line shape(equation(6)) usedin this
model. This approximation overestimatesthe absorption

alongpathsat pressures
near 10-6 atm and underestimates
the absorption
alongpathsat pressures
between10-4 and

The lower right-hand half of Figure 5 showsthat this is not
true for atmosphereswith large CO2 mixing ratios. There we
see that the absorption along paths between the 1-atm level

10-3 atm. Unfortunately,we werenot able to find or derivea
simplerandommodelthat incorporatesa more accuratedescriptionof the Voigt line shape.A modelof this kind would
and spaceapproaches
400 cm-•. In suchatmospheres
much be very usefulfor studiesof the upperatmospheres
of Vensus,
of the thermal cooling at pressuresgreater than 0.1 atm results
from transfer within the far wings of this band. An accurate
treatment of the entire CO2 15-#m band (along with the 9.4and 10.4-#m hot bands) is therefore needed in studies of the
thermal infrared optical propertiesand cooling rates of atmosphereswith large CO2 mixing ratios.
3.2. The General Random Model for
SimplifiedV oigt Lines

The accuracyof the generalrandom model is demonstrated
in Figures 6 and 7. Figure 6 showsthat the band-integrated
absorption obtained from this model rarely differs from the
correspondingline-by-line resultsby more than 5% for paths

with meanpressures
greaterthan 10-3 atm, wherethe effects
of line overlap are most pronounced. Errors in the quantity
dA/dp (Figure 7) also remain small (< 10%) for these paths.
These results are significant,sincethey demonstratethe accuracy of the parameterizationfor line overlap employed by
random models. Recall that these models account for overlap
effectsby assumingthat absorptionlines are distributed ran-

earth, and Mars.

In additionto an approximatetreatmentof line overlapand
line shape,the generalrandommodelusesthe Curtis-Godson
approximation[Rodgersand Walshaw,1966] to accountfor
changesin the line width and strengthwhich are causedby
variationsin pressureand temperaturealongatmosphericopticalpaths.This approximation
alsoaddsto the errorsseenin
Figures7 and 8, but its contributionwasmuchsmallerthan
those described above. This result is consistent with the con-

clusionsreachedby Rodgersand Walshaw.
3.3.

Random

Models

That

Use the Malkmus

Line-Strength Distribution

Comparisons between line-by-line model results and those
obtained

from

narrow-band

random

models

that

use the

Malkmus line-strengthdistribution are presentedin Figures 8
through 13. The simplestof these models employs the Malkmus line-strengthdistribution and a Lorentz line shape(equations (13) and (14)). Figures 8 and 9 show that this model
usually overestimatesthe absorption and dA/dp at pressures

domly with wave numberthroughouteach5 cm- • spectral greaterthan 10-3 atm, but theseerrorsare not muchlarger
interval within the CO2 15-#m band. This approximation is

than those produced by the much more computationally expensive general random model (Figure 8). One can therefore
wide spectralregionsoccupiedby the Q branchesof this band. approximate the actual 15-#m band line-strengthdistributions
In thesenarrow intervalsthe distributions
of line strengths, with the Malkmus distributionwithout significantlydegrading
widths, and spacingsvary significantlywith wave number. random model performancefor high-pressureoptical paths.

least valid and producesits largesterrorsin those5 cm- x
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Fig. 9. Errors in the quantity Q = dA(p, O)/dpfor the Malkmus
random model described in Figure 8 are shown for model atmo-

Fig. 11. Errors in the quantity Q = dA(p, O)/dp for the FelsMalkmus random model describedin Figure 10. The dashed line

sphereswith CO2 massmixing ratios of 0.0005 (dashedline) and 1.0

showserrorsfor the r = 0.0005case.Errors in the pure CO2 atmo-

t,4,,ttedline).

sphereare shown as a dotted line.

For low-pressureoptical paths (p, p'< 10-3 atm) this
simple Lorentz-Malkmus model severely underestimatesthe
absorptance and its vertical derivative. The large errors are
producedbecausethis model completelyignoresDoppler linebroadening effects.Two simple methods for including a more
accurate Voigt line shape in Malkmus random models are
tested below.

Results obtained

from a Malkmus

model that uses the Fels

[1979] simplified Voigt line shape are shown in Figures 10
and 11. The low-pressureperformance of this model is significantly better than that of the Lorentz-Malkmus model, but it
is still much worse than that of the general random model.

This result was initially surprising, since the Fels-Malkmus
and general random models share many similar features, in-

cluding identical assumptionsabout line overlap, line shape,
temperaturedependence,and pressurescaling.The only difference between these models is the line-strength distribution
used. Recall that the general random model used a distribution very similar to that observed, while the Malkmus
model employed an analytic distribution (equation (12)) with
band constants (equations (15) and (16)) chosen to produce
accurateresultswhen all lines in a given spectralinterval are
in the strong- or weak-line limits. The line-strength popuHYBRIDRANDOM
MODELABSORPTION
ERRORS

FELS-MALKMUS
MODEL
ABSORPTION
ERRORS
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Fig. 10. Absorptanceerrors for a narrow-band model that incorporates the Malkmus line-strengthdistribution and the Fels [1979]
approximateVoigt line shapeare shownfor model atmosphereswith
CO 2 mass mixing ratios of 0.0005 (above p = p' diagonal) and 1.0
(below p = p' diagonal).
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P(atm)

'Fig.12. Absorptance
errors
forthehybrid
Voigt
random
model
thatuses
theRodgers
andWilliams
[-1974]
interpolation
formula
to
combine

results from

a narrow-band

Lorentz-Malkmus

model

with

those from a broadband generalrandom model for a simplifiedDoppler line shape. Errors for the r = 0.0005 case are plotted above the
p = p' diagonal. Errors for the pure CO 2 atmosphereare plotted
below this line.
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Fig. 13. Same as Figure 11 exceptfor the hybrid Voigt random

Fig. 15. Same as Figure 11 exceptfor the hybrid widebandmodel

model describedin Figure 12.

describedin Figure 14.

significantlyto the total band absorption. This problem would
have little effect on the accuracyof the Fels-Malkmus random
kinds of differences that can occur between the actual distrimodel if all lines were in the weak limit at theselow pressures,
bution and the Malkmus distribution when they are compared but this is not the casein atmosphereswith large CO: mixing
lations can vary significantly from one spectral interval to
another in the 15-/•m band, but Figure 2 demonstratesthe

for the entire band (450-900 cm-•). For this spectralregion

ratios.

the Malkmus distribution slightly overestimatesthe number of
strong lines and seriouslyunderestimatesthe number of weak
lines.This deficiencycauseslittle error at high pressures,since
the weaker lines are buried in the pressure-broadened
wingsof
nearby strong lines, so that their effectsare lesspronounced.
At lower pressures,where all lines are narrower, this is no
longer the case, and even the weakest lines can contribute

A secondmethod for including Doppler and Voigt effectsin
random models is outlined at the beginning of section 2.6
(equations(14), (26), (27), and (29)). This techniqueemploysthe
Rodgers and Williams [1974] interpolation formula to combine the output from a broadband general random model for
Doppler lines with that from the narrow-band, LorentzMalkmus model. The accuracyof this method is demonstrated
in Figures 12 and 13. Figures 12 and 13 show that this model
producesmuch smaller errors at low pressuresthan the FelsMalkmus random model describedabove. This improved performance is a direct consequenceof the fact that the broadband generalrandom model for Doppler lines includesa more
accurate description of the CO2 15-/•m line-strength distri-
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widebandmodelfor Lorentz lines(section2.4) and the Voigt

parameterizationdescribedin (26),(27), and (31). Comparisons
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between the results obtained from this model and those ob-

tained with the line-by-linemodelare presentedin Figures14
and 15. Figures 14 and 15 show that this efficientband model
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Fig. 14. Absorptance errors for the hybrid wideband random
model

described

in sections 2.4 and 2.6. This model

uses a three-

interval exponentialwidebandmodel (450-665 cm-x, 670-870 cm-x,
and 870-900 cm-x) to find the absorptance
at high pressures.
A simplified wideband Doppler model is used at low pressures. The
Rodgers and Williams [1974] interpolation formula is used to combine these Lorentz and Doppler results. Errors in the model atmosphere with r = 0.0005 are shown above the p = ff diagonal. Errors
for the r = 1.0 case are shown below this line.

can provide a relativelyaccuratedescriptionof COe 15-/•m
absorptionover a verybroad rangeof pressures,
temperatures,
and absorberpath lengths.
For paths at pressuresgreaterthan 10-3 atm much of the

error in Figures 15 and 16 is a consequence
of the simple
temperaturedependenceemployedin the exponentialwideband model. These errors are reduced from < 10% to < 3.5%

when resultsfrom this model are comparedto thosefrom the
line-by-linemodel for an isothermalatmosphereat 250 K.
This smaller error reflectsthe accuracyto which the wave
number dependenceof the 15-•m COe band can be representedby a simpleexponentialfunction.

At pressures
lessthan 10-3 atm, whereDopplerand Voigt
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Resultsobtained with the Pollack et al. [1981] logarithmic
broadband model (equation (24)) are compared to those from
the line-by-line model in Figures 18 and 19. This log model
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Fig. 16. Absorptanceerrors for the empirical wideband model described by Kiehl and Ramanathan are shown for the r = 0.0005
(above the p = p' diagonal) and r- 1.0 (below the p- p' diagonal)
cases.This model underestimatesthe integratedband absorptanceat
most levelsfor both low and high CO 2 amounts.The largesterrors
occur at low pressures,sincethis model lacks a correctionfor Doppler line broadening.

effects become important, the broadband model results are
very similar to those obtained from the much more expensive
narrow-band general random model. Like that model, this
broadband model overestimatesthe absorption by up to 10%

appropriate "linear" limit [A(p, p')oc rh], as rh--• 0. The functional form for this model also lacks an explicit Doppler or
Voigt line-shape correction. This factor may account for the
very large errors at low pressures.
Other errors produced by this simple empirical model may
occur becauseit is being used to find the absorption along
paths with pressuresand absorberamountsoutsidethe range
of values used to fit the absorption coefficients.Our experience
with logarithmic wideband models suggeststhat even when
such models are good interpolation formulas, they should not
be used to extrapolate. This problem cannot be avoided if
only laboratory measurementsof total absorptionare usedto
fit the coefficients,since there are practical limits on the range

of pressures
and absorberpath lengthsthat can be achievedin
existing laboratory absorption cells. One can overcomethis
limitation by augmenting the existing laboratory measurements with reliable synthetic data generated by line-by-line
models.

for paths at pressures
near 10-½ atm and underestimates
the
absorptionalong paths at pressuresbelow 10-"atm. This

3.6. The Integration Over Zenith Angle
and the Diffusivity Factor

model outperformsthe Fels-Malkmus random model at these
low pressures,sinceit includesa more accuratedescriptionof
the CO• line-strengthdistribution.

To compute fluxes and heating rates in planetary atmospheres,point-to-point transmittancesmust be integratedover
zenith angle to give the transmittancein flux form. This integration cannot be performedexplicitlyin most casesand must
be approximated. In the results presented above, transmit-

3.5. Empirical Logarithmic Wideband Models

Differences between 15-/•m band absorptances obtained
from the Kiehl and Ramanathan[1983] logarithmic wideband
model (equation (23)) and those obtained from the line-by-line
model are shown in Figures 16 and 17. There we seethat this
broadband model underestimatesthe total absorption at most
levels.Much of the error in the absorptionA and its derivative

dA/dp at pressures
lessthan 10-• atm is producedbecause
this model does not include Doppler line-broadeningeffects.
Its range of validity could thereforebe extendedsignificantlyif
it were combined with the broadband Doppler model de-

tanceswere evaluatedalong paths at four differentzenith
RAMANATHAN
WIDE
BANDMODEL
clA/dP
ERRORS
10-6
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I

I

I

I

I

I

10-5

10-4

scribed in section 2.6.

At pressuresgreaterthan 10- • atm this model neverproduces absorption errors larger than 10% for the r = 0.0005
case, but errors larger than 15% occur for some paths in the
pure CO: model atmosphere.About half of this high-pressure
absorption error can be accounted for by differences in the
bandwidth used in this log model and that used for the lineby-line model. Kiehl and Ramanathan assumedthat the CO:
15-/•m band was confinedto the spectralinterval extending

10-3

:..-'
'/;;"/':

10-2

10-1.

from500to 800cm-•, andtheyderivedbandparameters
only
for this interval.In the line-by-linemodelwe includedall CO•
linesin the spectralintervalextendingfrom 450 to 900 cm-•.
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As we noted in section 3.1, there is significant absorption
% ERROR
throughout this region for high-pressurepaths in pure CO:
Fig. 17. Errors in dA(p, O)/dp for the Kiehl and Ramanathan
atmospheres. The remainder of the error in the Kiehl and model in atmospheres with r = 0.0005 (dashed line) and r = 1.0
Ramanathan log model is small and is more difficult to ac- (dotted line).
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angles, and the integration was performed by Gaussian quad10-6
rature. The expenseof these methods can therefore be reduced
by up to a factor of 4 if the effect of this integration is parameterized by the Elsasset [1942] diffusivity approximation,
10-5
which allows the transmittance to be evaluated in a single
step. In this method the effect of the integration over zenith
angle is approximated by multiplying the path-length10-4.
integrated absorber amount rh by the diffusivity factor d. E1sasser shows that d = 1.66 is the best value for a regular
model in the strong-linelimit, and this value has been adopted
•
lO-3
by most investigators.Rodgersand Walshaw [1966] and Armstrong [1968, 1969] show that this approximation rarely produces absorption errors larger than 2% for optical paths in
10-2
the terrestrial atmosphere.The effect of this approximation in
a pure CO2 atmosphereis not as well established,but an error
analysis performed by Armstrong [1969] suggeststhat it may
10-1,
produce much larger errors (9%) for this case. We therefore
tested the validity of this approximation for use in finding
1
,
I
15-#m transmittancesfor pure CO2 atmospheres.The narrow-lOO
-•o
o
5'0
1oo
band Malkmus random model for the Fels [1979] approxi% ERROR
mate Voigt line shape was employed in these tests and a U.S.
Standard Atmosphere Temperature profile was used. In the Fig. 19. Errors in dA(p,O)/dpfor the Pollacket al. [1981] model in
"standard" model the integration over zenith angle was peratmosphereswith r = 0.0005(dashedline) and r = 1.0 (dotted line).
formed numerically by four-point Gaussian quadrature. The
"test" model used the diffusivity factor approximation instead.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
These models were used to find the absorption in ninety 5

cm-1 wide spectralintervalsbetween450 and 900 cm-1. Re-

We tested a hierarchy of approximate methods for finding
transmittancesin the CO2 15-#m band. Thesemethodscan be
divided into three classes.The first is composedof a seriesof
narrow-band random models, including a general random
model and modelsbasedon the Malkmus [1967] analytic linestrength distribution. These methodsare versatileand much
order of 2% and are thereforecomparableto thosereported more efficient than the "exact" line-by-line model, but they
by Rodgersand Walshaw [1966] for atmosphereswith the still may be too expensivefor useon someapplications,since
terrestrial CO2 mixing ratio. Most of this error occurs in the transmission must be evaluated in a large number of narrow
optically thin wingsof the band. For example,in the spectral spectralintervalsif the total band-integratedtransmittanceis
region450-500 cm-1 the diffusivityfactor model underesti- needed. The second class of models is representedby a new
mates the absorption by as much as 15%. Fortunately, this exponential wideband model. This model is neither a true
spectralregion accountsfor only a small fraction (< 3%) of "broadband" or "narrow-band" model, since it can be used to
the total band absorption.
give the transmittancewithin a very broad sectionof the CO2
15-#m band (as describedhere)or any small fractionof it in a
POLLACK
WIDEBAND MODELABSORPTION
ERRORS
single step. The third classof models includesthe empirical
logarithmic broadband models. These models provide the
most efficientmethods for finding 15-#m band transmittances.
:::.:.}:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.i::
, .>:.;$:.:-40.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:t..:.:.:.a.*' Our tests show that all three classesof models can produce
10-5 :.:.:.1.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.•:
.:.:.:,:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:*..
r.:•.:.:.:+:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.•f::.•.
ß:,{.:.:.:..:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.,i.:
.'•
accurate resultsfor a wide range of optical paths, with pres:!-10:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:t.:i
20
•.:•
!•:i:i:!•]..!:!:!:i:i:i:•,:?
'
sures,temperatures,and CO2 amountslike thoseencountered
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
..r.;•.r.
::•.{.:::::::::::•
ß.:.}:.:.:.:,:.:.:.:.:.•:
..r.•.:.:
:•.':':':'3;;•'
in the atmospheresof the terrestrialplanets.
10-4 :.',:....:":"-.'l'
g*:':'
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:::::.>
The physical band models, including the narrow-band
:':':'r:':':':':'"
:':(:'::::
:•":':'•'
::: 4
"
......
•.",:•::i•'•:!:i
>
random models and the exponential wideband model, are
more reliable and versatile than the empirical broadband
methodsfor the following reasons.First, these"band models"
attempt to describethe structure and physicalpropertiesof
the CO 2 15-#m band, instead of the shape of its "curve of
10-2 .i:?.i:i:i:i:i:i::•::i:i:i:i:i:i::..;•i:i:i•?.,,$•,•
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
•:.:.:.:.:.:•..:.:.:.-20.:.:.'<.•
• .•:<.'
growth." Hence if they accuratelymodel the band'sbehavior
,:':':':':';':':':':':":'.'.'.':';'."2':•","
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
•.•!•
:.:.:.z.:.:.:.•,•'.'.'.},'.'•"
•' •
for optical paths where measurementsexist, they should pro........ ß'-':':';'-':':
•'.'•
10
10-1 =========================.•,..
::::::;•.:::
vide a more reliable method for extrapolating beyond the
ß.::::
•;:::::47.::..g?,.'•,
•i::ii.,..:.:•,
..'
range of existing absorption measurements.Second, these
physical band models can be used to find the transmission
1 :•"•..:::½%.:i::"
within spectral intervals smaller than that occupied by the
entire absorption band. This capability can be important in
P (atm)
many atmosphericradiative transferproblems,including therFig. 18. Absorptanceerrors for the empirical wideband model demal
flux and cooling rate calculations.In these problems the
scribedby Pollack et al. 1-1981]are shown for model atmospheres
with CO 2 mixing ratios of 0.0005 (above p = p' diagonal) and 1.0 CO2 transmittancemust be spectrallyconvolvedwith the
sults for each case were then summed to give the total broadband absorption along optical paths in a pure CO2 model
atmosphere.
We found that errors resulting from the diffusivity factor
approximation for pure CO2 atmospheres are only of the

.'.:.:r..:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:
c.] • ,.I.:.r.:.:.'.'r
.'.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:•.:.:.:.:.'•
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::::::
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(belowp = p' diagonal).

source function and with the transmittances of other gases
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that absorb in the same spectralregion. If only broadband Edwards, D. K., and A. Balakrishnan,Thermal radiation by combustransmittances are known, this convolution must be approxi-

mated by taking the productof the mean or spectrallyintegratedvaluesof thesequantities.
Thisprocedure
canintroduce
an additional

source of error if the transmission and source

functionsare spectrallycorrelated.For example,we have encountered relative flux errors ranging from 5 to 20% when
broadbandCO2 15-/•m transmittances
were convolvedwith
the mean Planck function for paths in an isothermal atmosphereat 250 K. Much larger errors have been found for
nonisothermal paths.

In spite of theseshortcomings,efficientbroadbandmodels
are often the most appropriatetool for finding the CO2 15-/•m
band transmittance in atmospheric radiative transfer problems. In fact, the convolutionproblemsdescribedabove will
not be the most significantsourceof error if (1) the source
function varies slowly throughout the band, (2) CO2 is the
only important absorber in this spectral region, or (3) there
are large uncertaintiesin the CO2 absorberamounts or other
atmospheric optical properties. Also, in problems where the
CO2 15-/•m band is not the most important source of thermal
opacity (such as in the terrestrial tropospherewhere H•O absorption dominates), a somewhat less accurate treatment of
CO2 transmissionis justified. Finally, broadband models often
provide the only practical method for solving radiative transfer problems that require the transmittance to be computed
many times. This factor alone will guaranteetheir popularity
until computersare significantlymore powerful and available
than they now are.
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